Development of GAP-43 mRNA in the macaque cerebral cortex.
To estimate the extent of axonal growth in various areas of the cerebral cortex, we measured the amount of GAP-43 mRNA in the cerebral cortex of developing macaque monkeys. In four areas, i.e., the prefrontal area (FD delta), the temporal association area (TE), the primary somatosensory area (PC), and the primary visual area (OC), the amount of GAP-43 mRNA was measured from the intermediate fetal period [embryonic day 120 (E120)] to the adult stage. In two other areas, i.e., the parietal association area (PG) and the secondary visual area (OB), the amount of GAP-43 mRNA was measured during the postnatal period. The amount of GAP-43 mRNA was highest at E120, decreased roughly exponentially, and approached the asymptote by postnatal day 70 (P70). The amount of GAP-43 mRNA was higher in the association areas (FD delta, TE, and PG) than in the primary sensory areas (PC and OC) during development and at the adult stage. These findings suggest that axonal growth in the cerebral cortex is most exuberant before or during the intermediate fetal period and approximately ends by P70. Furthermore, axonal growth is evidently more intensive in the association areas than in the primary sensory areas during the stage following the intermediate fetal period.